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TIMELESS
“Fashion passes, style remains.” Coco Chanel’s words are as true today as they were when she offered them a century ago. Hem 
lengths, sleeves, and collars change with fashion, but the style that is Chanel is timeless.

Gabrielle Chanel envisioned the modern woman: liberated yet mysterious, in command of her world. She communicated that vision 
through the unique style that is Chanel. Her style remains, protected by Chanel’s absolute control over all elements of production, and 
by the skilled creators and designers who continue her vision.

I think about Chanel as we prepare to release the final varietal in our Heritage Collection: the 2011 Heritage Cabernet Sauvignon. In 
establishing Occasio, I envisioned recapturing the classic elegance of our valley’s historic wines, wines that commanded the world’s 
attention and placed our valley among the finest winegrowing regions in the world. 

Continued inside ...

O C C A S I O  A E G R E  O F F E R T U R ,  F A C I L E  A M I T T I T U R .

NEW RELEASES

2011 Heritage Cabernet Sauvignon 
2013 Rosé of Pinot Noir

FEATURED RECIPE 

Spring Leg of Lamb



N E W  R E L E A S E S

2013 FOUNDER’S COLLECTION 
ROSÉ OF PINOT NOIR 
DEL ARROYO VINEYARD 

50 CASES MADE—Harvest Date: August 30, 2013 
Brix at Harvest: 21.5   pH: 3.3   TA: 0.65

Our most provençal-styled Rosé yet, this year we 
fermented the entire harvest in mixed wood barrels of 
French oak and black locust. Marvelously refreshing, 
this is a wine that will pair with vibrant spring and 
summer dishes. Or, enjoy as a perfect compliment to 
a warm summer’s evening. 

2011 HERITAGE COLLECTION 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON  
LIVERMORE VALLEY 

70 CASES MADE—Harvest Date: November 15, 2011 
Brix at Harvest: Ranged from 23.3 to 24.2   pH: 3.4   TA: 0.6

Vintage 2011 was a year with a special story to tell, in 
a way that only our Heritage wines can communicate. 
By securing our fruit from Livermore’s three most 
exclusive vineyards, we were able to craft a Cabernet 
of award winning cuvées, showing great complexity, 
flavor, and age-worthiness.

Our inaugural FOUNDER’S COLLECTION, 
dressed in their iconic white labels, have been created 
in a modern, New International style, celebrating the 
fruit and luxurious textures that only our valley can 
capture.  This modern interpretation of terroir also 
shows elements such as earth, smoke and leather, for 
example, but it is invariably the bright fruit that 
shines in this Collection. 

But Livermore Valley, among the most diverse in 
climate and soil, invites many interpretations. As I 
continue to explore the wines and the vineyards, I have 
acquired a deeper understanding of the complexity and 
nuances that our vineyards are capable of providing. 

Drawing out these elements requires a departure from the modern style. It requires a 
rediscovery of classical techniques that most have abandoned in the rush to reduce costs.

Our HERITAGE COLLECTION is result of this rediscovery. Heritage Collection 
wines evoke an era of classic elegance when wines became a part of the story of the 
celebration. These are evolving wines with the layers of complexity that our vineyards, our 
terroir, have shown capable of achieving for over a century.  With a focus on the Heritage 
Varietals, those with over a century of history in the Valley, we carry the narrative of the 
vine, of this style, through time.  We are proud to have coined this term Heritage Varietals, 
and this focus has provided a unique perspective for our winery.

Our unique and strategic focus has guided us from the beginning, from knowing and 
being aligned with the “source,” or the vineyards, to the absolute hand craftsmanship 
employed throughout.   Heritage Collection wines are labor intensive and are rare by 
necessity, for it is impossible to craft volume with the care and dedication we employ.  
Crafted only from the scarcest fruits, this Collection is available through allocation, only 
to our Occasio Society members.

In 2011, we hand harvested Cabernet Sauvignon for this Heritage release from three of 
the Valley’s finest vineyards. These were small lots consisting of three clones. Two 
separate barrel cooperages provided eighteen distinct cuvées from which we could create 
the foundation for this wine. To this foundation, we added minute amounts of Cabernet 
Franc and Petit Verdot, Heritage wines in their own right, to produce a balanced wine that 
continues to develop in magical ways from first opening through the last glass. With only 
70 cases produced, only our Society members will experience this premier release.

Added to this release is last fall’s vintage of our Founder’s Collection Rosé of Pinot Noir. 
Crafted in the modern style, we relish each year’s vintage. The 2013 vintage was 
remarkable for the amount of acidity that was retained with ripening. Acidity is key to a 
dry Rosé because it adds vibrancy as a counterbalance to the fruit. Our 2013 Rosé of 
Pinot Noir is the perfect wine for summer, enjoy it while it lasts.

John Kinney
Winemaker

A valley with 130 years of rich winegrowing Heritage…
…is being honored, bottle by precious bottle

...continued from front cover



Thatcher Bay Vineyard, Merlot Vines

Preheat the oven to 450° degrees

Whisk together the olive oil, rosemary, garlic and lavender, and rub the inside of the leg with half of the 
mixture. Salt and pepper to taste. Then roll the leg and tie with butcher’s twine. Rub the outside of the 
leg with the remaining mix, add salt and pepper, and place in a roasting pan, uncovered.

Place the roast in the hot oven and let brown for 15 minutes. Reduce oven temperature to 375° and 
continue roasting until a thermometer reads 130° for medium rare meat (about an hour).

Remove from oven and let rest for half an hour to consolidate the juices.

Occasio Winery is dedicated to the Heritage Varietals of Livermore Valley. We devote our efforts to rediscovering the 
historic expression of our region by focusing on these magnificent Heritage Varietals, those with more than a century of excellence in Livermore. We 
make less than 200 cases per varietal as we believe our handcrafted approach maintains the utmost integrity of the terroir.

F E A T U R E D  R E C I P E

SPRING LEG OF LAMB 
WITH GARDEN HERBS

INGREDIENTS

3 ½ pound boneless leg of lamb

¼ cup olive oil

¼ cup finely chopped fresh rosemary

3 Tbsp minced fresh lavender leaves

4 crushed and chopped garlic cloves

Salt and ground pepper

It’s late spring in Northern California, and the Lavender and Rosemary are abundant in my garden, 
survivors of a winter of foraging by the deer who tend to prefer the other garden plants. I can’t think 
of a better pairing for our Heritage Cabernet than a roasted leg of lamb with these two herbs as a rub. 
Use lavender from your garden, or culinary lavender from the market.

U P C O M I N G 
E V E N T S

CLUB RELEASE RECEPTION
May 8, 6 – 8 pm

SEATED TASTING OF NEW  WINES
May 10 – 11, 12 – 4 pm  
in the Library Room 
(reservations requested)

BLACKHAWK FOOD, WINE, & FILM FESTIVAL
May 15, 5:30 – 8:30 pm  
at the Behring Museum, Blackhawk 
Supporting Danville Rotary Foundation

PUBLIC RELEASE OF ROSÉ OF PINOT NOIR
Memorial Day Weekend 
May 23 – 26, 12 – 4 pm

WINEMAKER’S DINNER
July 18, 6 – 9 pm  
at Uncle Yu’s at the Vineyard, Livermore

CLUB RELEASE RECEPTION
September 18, 6 – 8 pm 

SEATED TASTING OF NEW WINES
September 20 – 21, 12 – 4 pm  
in the Library Room  
(reservations requested)

For more information and last minute additions 
or changes, visit us online at occasiowinery.com, 
or facebook.com/occasiowinery

S P R I NG T I M E  I N  T H E  V I N E YA R D



A W A R D  W I N N I N G  S M A L L  L O T  W I N E S

2011  
PETITE SIRAH

DEL ARROYO VINEYARD,  
LIVERMORE VALLEY

100 CASES

GOLD MEDAL at the 2014 San Francisco Chronicle Wine 
Competition, our Petite is complex, with a mixture of Middle 
Eastern spices, red and black fruit, and a vibrant acidity. 
Enjoy its long finish.

2010 TELOS

LIVERMORE VALLEY
56 CASES REMAIN

DOUBLE GOLD 2014 SF Chronicle Wine Competition; 
Wonderfully integrated with ripe, spicy, red berry flavors 
shaded with just-right notes of savory herbs and mineral. Has 
a long, full-bodied finish. Powerful, yet refined wine for those 
who love a full-bodied red.

2011 
ZINFANDEL

DEL ARROYO VINEYARD,  
LIVERMORE VALLEY

60 CASES REMAIN

Wonderfully integrated with ripe, spicy, wild berry flavors 
shaded with just-right notes of savory herbs. Has a long, 
full-bodied finish. A powerful, yet refined wine for those who 
love authentic Zinfandel.

2011 CABERNET 
SAUVIGNON

LIVERMORE VALLEY
60 CASES REMAIN

BEST OF CLASS, DOUBLE GOLD, 2014 SF Chronicle Wine 
Competition; This wine is full bodied with floral scents and 
elegant balance. A vibrant minerality underlies ripe currant 
and berry fruit.

2010 
MERLOT

THATCHER BAY VINEYARD,  
LIVERMORE VALLEY

20 CASES REMAIN

GOLD MEDAL, 2013 SF Chronicle Wine Competition; Classic, 
with fragrances of cassis and red and black fruits, and hints 
of herbs—laurel, rosemary, and thyme. A powerful richness 
and deep, intense flavors that reflect the clay soils in which 
it is grown. Look for a breathtakingly long finish.

2012 
CHARDONNAY

DEL ARROYO VINEYARD,  
LIVERMORE VALLEY

50 CASES REMAIN

A pure Burgundian inspired Chardonnay that is both 
refined and voluptuous. Our 2012 vintage is rich and 
creamy with floral and brioche notes that bathe the palate 
and leave a long, mineral finish.

Winery and Tasting Room
2 2 45B South Vasco Road
L i v e r m o r e ,  C A  9 4 5 5 0
9 2 5 . 3 7 1 . 1 9 8 7
w w w. o c c a s i ow i n e r y. c o m
facebook.com/occasiowinery
twitter.com/occasiowinery

Occasio Society wine club members receive access to some of the most allocated wines in the country, 
our Heritage Collection. This autumn, our members will receive an invitation to subscribe to another 
exclusive release, a micro lot, true luxury wine. Only members will be invited and the allocation will be 
fulfilled by a few fortunate members.

Other benefits members enjoy:

u   All New and Current Release wines are offered at a 20% savings, both online and in the tasting 
room. Library wines are excluded from this savings, but only members have access to available 
Library wines.

u  Complimentary guided tasting and pairing events, of New Releases and Library Wines 

u   Priority access and savings on guided wine and artisan cheese pairings in our Library Room

u  Complimentary tasting for one member and one guest, in our Tasting Room

u  15% savings on all tasting room merchandise

HAVE YOU SEEN  

OUR NEW BLOG?  

Visit us at occasiowinery.com/

news-events/#blogposts and 

read our latest inspirations and 

for a peek behind the scenes  

at Occasio.


